SOLO EVENTS BOARD
SOLO EVENTS BOARD | February 27th
The Solo Events Board met by conference call February 27th. Attending were SEB
members Brian Conners, Mike Brausen, Bob Davis, Zack Barnes, Keith Brown, Mark
Scroggs, and Marshall Grice; Charlie Davis, and Chris Albin of the BOD; Doug Gill and
Howard Duncan of the National Staff. These minutes are presented in topical order rather
than the order discussed. Unless noted otherwise the effective date for all new rule,
class, and listing change proposals herein is 1/1/2020.
Comments regarding items published herein should be directed via the website www.
soloeventsboard.com
Member Advisories
Solo Nationals
#25562 Course Designer for 2019 Solo Nationals
The SEB has approved Mike Feldpusch and Jason Frank as course designers for the
2019 Tire Rack Solo Nationals.
Street Touring Category
#26283 Request for consideration to join the STAC
The SEB has approved the addition of Andrew Clark to the STAC.
#26380 STAC vacancy
The SEB has approved the addition of Annie Gill to the STAC.
Street Prepared Category
#24686 15.2.A clarification request
Per the SPAC, occasional contact between the tires and chassis and/or bodywork
components is expected as part of the allowed modifications, and in most cases this
contact does not fundamentally provide more tire clearance. Competitors are reminded
that modifications to areas inboard of the vertical hub/wheel mounting face (particularly
for allowing tires larger than would otherwise fit) are prohibited whether the modification
is performed intentionally (i.e. by cutting, bending or hammering) or whether it occurs as
a result of incidental contact with a tire during normal autocross maneuvers.
Prepared Category
#26282 Adding My Name to the PAC List
The SEB has approved the addition of Jeff Minor to the PAC.
Change Proposals
Street Category
#24903 NOC vs Catch-all
The SEB and SAC are requesting member feedback on the following proposed rule
change:
Add to Appendix A under STREET CATEGORY, to the end of the first paragraph as
follows:
“Any car listed under a NOC classification is ineligible for National events. See
section 13.0 for other eligibility requirements.”
In an effort to simplify the NOC listings, the SAC is soliciting member feedback
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regarding potentially competitive cars that are currently classed solely by a NOC listing.
These cars include the following:
AS
Jaguar F-Type (NOC except Project 7)
CS
Mercedes SLK (NOC)
911 (non-turbo, NOC)
FS
Mustang (V8, NOC)
Camaro (V8 non-supercharged, NOC)
Firebird (V8, NOC)
G8 (V8 & NOC)
Catch-All V8 sedans, pick-ups, and sedan-derived convertibles (NOC)
GS
Audi A6 (V6 NOC & 4 cyl)
GM FWD Models (4-cyl turbo, 6 cyl, ecotec or quad 4 engines, NOC)
VW 1.8 Turbo Models (NOC) (2002-06)
Volvo Turbo models (NOC)
Saab Turbo models (NOC)
HS
Chevy Beretta (NOC)
Alfa Romeo Sedan (NOC)
BMW 320 (NOC)
Fiat (NOC)
Hyundai (NOC)
GM FWD Models (NOC)
GM RWD V6 Models (NOC)
Mercedes (NOC)
Renault (NOC)
Saturn DOHC (NOC)
Saturn Ion (NOC)
VW Rabbit & Rabbit GTI (all, NOC)
VW VR6 (NOC)
Subaru Imprezz (NOC)
Subaru Legacy (NOC)
Subaru Sedan Turbo (NOC)
Subaru (NOC)
Volvo (NOC)
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Catch-All RWD pickup trucks (NOC)
Kart Category
#26523 Feedback for sunset of Formula Junior engines
The KAC is looking to remove the following engines for the 2020 season for JA and JB.
The reasoning behind this is because of a lack of production, and parts availability
issues due to age of the engine packages.
Briggs Raptor
Rotax Mini-Max
Rotax Micro-Max
Comer k-80
Yamaha Kt-100
The KAC is requesting feedback from and/or regarding people who are actively using
these engines.
Not Recommended
Street Category
#25429 Street#24097 reclass 997 Porsche turbo S to SS
Thank you for your input. Due to production numbers and performance parameters, the
SAC does not believe this is a good fit for SS.
#25430 Move BMWs out of the stock pony car class to BS
The SAC has withdrawn the following proposal but will continue to monitor participation
in FS. The SAC would appreciate further member comment on the future direction of
FS.  
Move from FS to BS
BMW
M3 (Competition Package)(E9x chassis)
#25865 #22772 #20102 Replacing Electronic Shocks
Thank you for your input. The SAC will be monitoring the shock absorber developments
in SS.
#26049 Replacing Electronic Shock proposal(#22772 & #20102)
Thank you for your input regarding the electronic shocks rule for SS. The SAC and SEB
prefer to apply it only to SS at this time.
#26317 Open up wheel width allowance
Thank you for your input. The SAC believes the wheel allowances are adequate as
written.
#26319 Move 2009-2011 GTR (aka CBA) to AS
Thank you for your input. The SAC believes this car is appropriately classed.
#26324 Ford Focus RS Split
Thank you for your input. The SAC believes the front differential in the 2018 cars is a
sufficient difference to warrant keeping them in BS.
#26350 Camber Plates
Thank you for your input. The SAC does not believe camber plate allowances fit the
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spirit of the Street category.
Street Touring Category
#26157 What class is the 2018 Camaro with 2.0L turbo when modified?
Thank you for your input. The STAC does not feel that the 2.0L Turbo Camaro fits the
performance envelope of STU. While the car is not currently classed Nationally, at the
Regional level it is eligible for the ST category under the applicable STH catch-all.
#26191 Restriction to Factory Boost Piping when changing CAC
Thank you for your input. Unfortunately, not all cars will be able to take advantage of
all allowances equally. Currently the STAC is not interested in additional allowances for
changes to OE charge pipes.
#26450 Lets be logical and finnalt move Non Torsen NB Miata to STS
Thank you for your input. The STAC does not feel that adding the NB Miata to STS
would be in the best interest of the class.
Street Prepared Category
#26407 Consider doing the RIGHT THING...Please the 128i from BSP to DSP
Thank you for your input. The SPAC is currently working on the limited prep proposal,
as previously published in Fastrack. Please see an update to that proposal in a future
Fastrack.
#26430 Clarification on Fuel Pump / Camshaft
Thank you for your input. Replacing a camshaft for the purposes of changing a fuel
pump is not permitted, and the SPAC does not believe that allowing alternate camshafts
is in the best interests of the category.
Street Modified Category
#26148 aero in Street Modified Category
The SMAC is in agreement that we cannot write rules to cover all potential
“loopholes”. Writing of more rules creates more loopholes, until it becomes a spec
class.
Aero allowances in SM are confined to wings and splitters. The SEB/SMAC
recognizes that body panels, bumper covers, and side view mirrors have some intrinsic
aero influence; however, competitors are strongly cautioned to not make tortured
interpretations of the rules allowances.
Prepared Category
#26465 Rotary Engine displacement calculation (SM, Prep, Mod)
Thank you for your input. The PAC would like to let recent XP weight adjustments take
effect, before we consider any additional weight changes. We will continue to monitor
the competitive balance of rotary and piston engines.
Kart Category
#23287 Electric class karts
Thank you for your input. The KAC does not recommend adding electric propulsion
to KM at this time, but will continue to monitor the industry including alternative
powerplants.
#23318 Electric Karts class
Thank you for your input. The KAC does not recommend adding electric propulsion
to KM at this time, but will continue to monitor the industry including alternative
powerplants.
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Other Items Reviewed
Solo Nationals
#25703 For your consideration
Thank you for your input. Please see the response to item #25562.
#25971 Solo Nationals course design.
Thank you for your application. Please see the response to item #25562.
#26186 Nationals Course Design
Thank you for your application. Please see the response to item #25562.
#26333 Course Designer application
Thank you for your application. Please see the response to item #25562.
#26335 Course design
Thank you for your application. Please see the response to item #25562.
#26339 National Tour and/or Championship course design
Thank you for your application. Please see the response to item #25562.
Street Category
#25880 SAC Application
Thank you for your application and willingness to serve as a committee member.
#25990 Electronic shock controllers in SS
Thank you for your input. The rule is going into effect for 2019.
#26058 SAC Application
Thank you for your application and willingness to serve as a committee member.
#26256 SEB recommendation to allow evaluation of programable shocks
Thank you for your input. The SAC will continue to closely monitor how the rule affects
the performance balance.
#26360 Please monitor status of Veloster N
Thank you for your input. The SAC will indeed be closely monitoring the performance of
the Veloster N.
Street Touring Category
#25137 STAC application
Thank you for your application to the STAC and willingness to serve as an AC member.
Prepared Category
#26231 Responce to PAC opening
The PAC thanks the member for their interest in serving on the PAC.
#26257 PAC Opening
The PAC thanks the member for their interest in serving on the PAC.
#26444 PAC vacancy
The PAC thanks the member for their interest in serving on the PAC.
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Handled Elsewhere
Street Category
#26032 please delay electronic shock proposal
Please see the response to #26049.
#26203 Proposal #22772 #20102
Please see the response to #26049.
#26254 M3 Comp pkg
Thank you for your input. Please see item #25430.
#26272 Electronic Shock Controller repeal by the BOD... FYI: to BOD
Thank you for your input. Please see item #26256.
#26336 Keep e-shocks stock!
Please see the response to #26256.
#26337 Electronic shock tuning...again
Please see the response to #26256.
#26373 Classify 2019 Hyundai Veloster in Street category
Please see the response to letter #25470 in the January Fastrack.
#26414 Keep E92 M3 in FS
Please see the response to #26254.
#26417 Don’t Move E9x ZCP to BS
Please see the response to #26254.
#26426 Shock controllers in SS
Please see the response to #26256.
#26446 Support e-shocks updates by car mfg.and aftermarket controllers
Please see the response to #26256.
Street Prepared Category
#26167 #23979 response
Thank you for your input. Please see letter 23979 in the January Fastrack.

Tech Bulletins
Street Category
#26471 Sunset Rule
Errors and Omissions: In Appendix A, under STREET CATEGORY, first paragraph,
correct the model year reference to be 1988.
Street Prepared Category
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#26447 Mazda Miata CSP clasification.
Per the SPAC, update Appendix A effective immediately upon publication with the
following change:
CSP
   Mazda
      MX-5 (2006-2015)
#26323 Acura NSX in SSP
Per the SPAC, add the following new listing, effective immediately upon publication, to
Appendix A:
SSP
   Acura
      NSX (2016-2019)
Kart Category
#21591 Junior HZ Red tire is now HZi
The online Solo Rules, section 19.2.C, have been updated to reflect the approval of the
MG HZi ‘Red’ tire.
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